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Assessment Criteria ScaIe Comments
Introduction is well lvritten, brief,
interesting, and cornpelling. It
motivates the work and provides a

clear statement of the examined
issue. It presents and overview of
the thesis.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

final comments down the page

2. The thesis shows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the
subject matter through the
background/review of literature.
The author presents information
from a varieý of quality electronic
and print sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the
thesis or problem. Primary sources
are included (if appropriate).

Outstanding
Very goocl
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

see final comments down the page

3. The author carefully analyzed the
information collected and drew
appropriate and inventive
conclusions supported by evidence.
Ideas are richly supported with
accurate details that develop the
main point. The author's voice is
evident.

Outstanding
Very goocl
Acceptable
Somelvhat deficient
Very deficient

see ťtnal comments down the page

4. The thesis displays critical thinking
and avoids simplistic description or
summary of informat ion.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient
Verv deficient

see final comments down the page

5. Conclusion effectively restates tire
argument. It summarizes the main
findings ancl follows logically from
the analysis presented.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somervhat
cleficient

see final cornments down the page



Very cleficient

6. The text is organized in a logical
manller. It flows naturally and is
easy 10 follorv. Trarrsiiions,
snrnmaries and conclusions exist as
appropriate. The author uses
standard spelling, grammar, and
ounctuation.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient
Very deficient

ťtttal conrments dorvn tlre page

1. The language use is precise. 'lhe
student makes proficient use of
language in a way that is
appropriate for tl-re discipline and/or
genre in rvhich the student is
writing.

Otitstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somervhat
deficient
Very deficient

see final comments dorvn the page

8. The thesis meets the general
requirements (forrnatting, chapters,
length, division into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly within
tl-re text and a complete reference
list is provided.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Verv deficient

final comments dou,n the page

Final Comments & Ouestions
This undergraduate thesis deals with tlie grammar of the English language, focusing on the

meaning and occurrence of the modai verb can (coulcl) and its periphrastic form be able to...
Tlre author undoubtedly tried very hard, neveftheless, the result of her efforl is quite poor.

From the overall low quality, it is the Theoretical Parl which deserves to be praised since it is worked
out well. Here, the author focuses on such areas of the grammar of verbs that are relevant from the
point of view of modal auxiliaries, and provides a well organized and definitely sufficient base for the
following analýical part.

In spíte of the well prepared tlreoretical base, the practical part - the analysis shows a lot of
shorlcomings, among them rnainly verbosity, long-rvindedness, inability to focus on the main points
and vagueness. It takes great pains to get to the point, i.e. to fincl the results of the analysis and
ťollowirrg conclusiotts drawn from the results'

The language of the work shows the author's arvkwardness in building sentences; she has
problerns with the word order (the principles of FSP does not accept the ruies of the English
grammatical word order, e.g. pp 22,25), as well as rvith using vocabulary (e.g. p 23 - ."...it is resulted
.ftom thefacl ...) whenever she is supposed to fomulate longer syntactic units by herself (i.e. without a
support of the acadernic text). Misspelled rvords should not occur in such a piece of academic writing
(e.g.5 CATHEGORIES.
As a whole this work is of a rather low quaiity, just on the brirn of passing; be a challenge for
the author to nt it durins the defence
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